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Are you in the process of budget planning for the next fiscal year?

Maybe you’re a CEO exploring new avenues to increase overall revenue and market share. 

Maybe you’re a Chief Innovation Officer looking to prepare your company and its offerings to 

respond to future market threats and opportunities, 

or maybe you’re a Design Director looking to increase the impact and ROI of design initiatives 

next year. 

No matter which one of these describes you, annual budget planning is a pivotal time of 

year, and it’s important to get your investments right. 

It’s no longer disputed that investing in design and innovation, when done correctly, 

increases your business performance beyond that of competitors who don’t invest, and it 

indirectly or directly improves your bottom line in many ways. We’ve also highlighted some 

of  the advantages and ROI of using an external partner for your design initiatives.

Now it’s time to talk about some key strategic & tactical avenues for external design 

and innovation investment as you plan your budget for the year ahead. How much 

budget should you invest in the next year, and what activities will maximize ROI?

(By the way - each of these avenues is an area of importance for securing your company’s 

innovation leadership in your industry, but finding the bandwidth to excel in all of them 

at once is often challenging, making them prime opportunities for leveraging an external 

design partner!)

Is this you?

https://sundbergferar.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/SundbergFerar_Why_Hiring_Industrial_Design_Benefits_Bottom_Line.pdf
https://sundbergferar.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/SundbergFerar_Why_Hiring_Industrial_Design_Benefits_Bottom_Line.pdf
https://sundbergferar.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Why_Outsource_Design_SundbergFerar_4.pdf
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How much budget should you invest in 
Design & Innovation in the next year?

There is no hard and fast rule for what dollar amount you should invest in design and 

innovation. Every company’s or team’s budget will fluctuate depending on their priorities 

and planned projects for that year (which is why it’s so important to consider design & 

innovation investment early on as you’re planning your budgets for the year). 

That being said, a good principle to keep in mind is the 70/20/10 rule.

This principle can be applied to the distribution of initiatives and investment at the company-

wide level, or more granularly within your design and innovation efforts. The idea that 70% 

of your resources, including budget allocation, should be put toward honing what’s 

already working well and is producing the bulk of your current ROI.  

The next 20% should be put toward experimenting with new endeavors focused on staying 

ahead of the competition or pushing the boundaries of what you’re already doing. The 

last 10% should be allocated to investigating seemingly wild, out of the box ideas; radical 

innovations that will represent a disruption for the industry and/or haven’t been attempted 

by anyone yet. 

In order to be successful over the long term, you must invest in this radical innovation 

now, because in 10 years, the crazy innovations you were experimenting with back then will 

become part of your core business and what sets you apart from the competition now. And 

the 20% of your resources that were going into pushing the boundaries back then will have 

become table stakes across the market.
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Pro Tip: In the process of having these budget and planning conversations with your leadership team, 

a quality industrial design & innovation strategy consultancy can be a great resource for guidance or 

to provide another perspective. If there is already a firm you’re in conversation with, you may consider 

reaching out for a chat or two along the way. They can help you think of creative ways to optimize your 

design & innovation investment for the following year. It can also be a terrific way to test a firm that 

you’re in the process of vetting as a longer-term partner. If they are a good fit, likely they will have had 

experience helping other companies overcome similar challenges and reach similar goals to yours and will 

give recommendations that resonate with what you’re trying to accomplish. They should even be able to 

give some insight into what a specific project scope might cost to outsource. Their recommendations will 

also help you get to know them better, understand what they place importance on, and see if they really do 

understand your business, your vision,  and stakeholders well. 

• Innovation Strategy Work

• Creating Bandwidth For Both Innovation Strategy AND Tactical Product Development

• Design & Innovation for Marketing Amplification and Sales Enablement

What activities will maximize design ROI?
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Does your company need a formalized innovation strategy for the near, mid, and long-term 

horizons to position yourself as an industry leader and respond to disruptive trends? Consider 

that this strategic road-mapping effort can be captured and executed in a project scope for 

which you can budget. We do this all the time for clients and  call this an Innovation Strategy 

project. In fact, Sundberg-Ferar uses proven techniques and a proprietary process purpose-

built for these forward-looking projects which deliver research-based and actionable 

recommendations for new products & initiatives to implement in the next 5-10 years. Our 

process blends scientific investigation with design thinking to identify unmet needs in the 

market, explore new portfolio and service opportunities, and synthesize innovation pathways 

to put you in a position of market leadership over the next 5, 10 or 15 years. Allocating budget 

for a project like this prepares you for challenges coming down the pike so you can not only 

survive in this VUCA world, but realize new opportunities to grow your business.

Innovation Strategy Work

We execute innovation strategy projects tackling all kinds of big questions for our clients 

to help them plan for portfolio development around pressing trends like sustainability, 

robotics, electrification, smart & connected products, aging in place, and more.

We recently worked on an innovation strategy project for Danco Corporation, a market 

leader in industrial chlorine solutions for commercial applications. Sundberg-Ferar helped 

them identify new product and business opportunities with high-growth potential in the 

For Example...
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consumer market. Each of the concepts and innovation pathways we synthesized was based 

in research data coupled with Danco’s own business competencies and workflows. The 

project gave them confidence and actionable steps, including product concepts, with which 

to expand their portfolio into the avenue of consumer applications. 

Michigan Virtual also recently leveraged our innovation strategy services to help them 

research and understand how the many stakeholders in the education industry have been 

affected by emergency remote learning, and what this means for the future of education and 

remote education solutions. They have used the insights gained from this project to fuel their 

product and service planning for future years.
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https://sundbergferar.com/nhs-corporation-danco-innovation-strategy/
https://sundbergferar.com/service-design-michigan-virtual-what-can-we-learn-emergency-remote-learning/
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Are you stuck having to pick between important strategic innovation initiatives vs. urgent 

tactical product and customer needs with limited time and people? 

You may not have to choose.

It can be extremely hard when you only have so many hours in the day and so many people 

to focus on both your strategic business trajectory, while also meeting your customer needs 

of today by optimizing and designing new products and services. 

You may be used to precariously juggling the two and having one or the other suffer. But 

you can mitigate this by hiring an external team to increase your bandwidth and tackle the 

projects you wish you could, but have had to put on the back burner. By cultivating a close 

partnership with an external design & innovation studio, you can stay lean while gaining 

an extension of your team that knows your business and can take projects off your plate 

periodically. You don’t have to compromise on your future strategy nor imminent production 

deadlines, AND you won’t have to push that special or ad-hoc project out by another quarter. 

Wondering why you would outsource the extra work instead of hiring internally? Check out our 

article on “Why Outsource Design” for our top reasons why it pays to hire an external design & 

innovation studio.

Creating Bandwidth For Both Innovation Strategy 
AND Tactical Product Development

https://sundbergferar.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Why_Outsource_Design_SundbergFerar_4.pdf
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For Example...

While a fast-growing startup may have gained massive investment and business growth 

through an innovative product, there comes a time when the growth of the business, 

expanding operations, ongoing investment rounds, and strategic planning begin to take up 

an increasing amount of time and resources, and developing a product portfolio, improving 

on the existing product, or general R&D, while no less important for the success of the 

venture, are in danger of taking a back seat. To prevent this, many well-funded startups have 

come to Sundberg-Ferar at this stage for support in tactical product development as a way 

to supplement bandwidth and bring exceptional talent to the table. 

Likewise, large corporations may find that while they excel in generating great ideas and 

planning innovation, they may lack the man hours to realize those ideas. They are in danger of 

missing out on the payoff of their investment of time and effort into their innovation planning. 

By contrast, they may be great at incremental product development and improvements, 

honing and optimizing their existing portfolio and adding new product periodically, but 

they struggle with creating a future vision and defining long-term innovation strategies to 

achieve industry leadership over the long-term. They are in danger of becoming obsolete. 

We’ve helped clients in both predicaments fill the gaps in their innovation pipeline through 

innovation strategy services or tactical product development services.
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Need to amplify your brand impact and showcase your company’s innovative spirit and 

new technologies at key public or private events and meetings this year? Do you have key 

accounts to impress and new accounts you need to win? 

Consider allocating more of your marketing budget to design and innovation to blow their 

socks off technology demonstrators and concepts! 

Just like a picture is worth a thousand words, an experience is worth a thousand pictures. 

Storytelling in your marketing events through showing them, and helping them experience 

your products - not just telling them - is key. This minimizes your dependence on the 

prospects’ ability to understand your technology and its benefits to them and immediately 

matures the conversation, getting the initial pitch and questions out of the way and priming 

them for deeper discussions. 

Another way to prove you’re an innovation leader to the people you most need to impress 

is to do some up front work. Invest in some of your own consumer research, and come to 

the table with your own original concept or innovative design ideas that solve a need for 

your customer’s users. This way you’re bringing valuable insights to the table as well as 

the technology solutions to respond to them. This turns you from order-taker material into 

innovation partner material for your customers.

Design & Innovation for Marketing 
Amplification and Sales Enablement
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For Example...

Eastman came to Sundberg-Ferar for support in creating a technology demonstrator to 

showcase one of their latest engineered plastic film applications for vehicle windshields. 

They needed the demonstrator to be experiential and engaging and fit both a trade show 

setting and the roadshow circuit to transport to important sales meetings. Sundberg-Ferar 

did that just that by creating an experiential windshield demonstrator that integrated 

with the larger exhibit design and could also be converted into a smaller portable property 

suitable for traveling demonstrations.
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We hope these give you some food for thought as you plan your budget and prioritize design 

and innovation initiatives for next year. If you’d like more guidance on specific initiatives 

you’re considering, pros & cons, and what the commitment might look like from a time and 

budget perspective, we’d love to talk! Let us know your project goals, and we can help you 

envision what a realistic plan looks like to meet those goals, create an exceptional outcome, 

and increase ROI for your brand. 

Conclusion & Next Steps

Let’s chat about your 2023 design & innovation goals!

Schedule a call with us

https://sundbergferar.com/contact/
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Sundberg-Ferar designs innovative, beautiful products that make people’s lives better. 

Our work propels companies in new mobility, consumer, and commercial product markets. 

We consider everything, from the needs of our clients to the ideal user experience, and after 

nearly 90 years of design, we know what it takes to elevate solutions from purely functional 

to exceptional. To learn more about the vast array of clients and markets we’ve designed for, 

visit www.sundbergferar.com.

About Sundberg-Ferar

Born in Detroit. Since 1934.

248 360 3800
4359 Pineview Dr. 
Walled Lake MI 48390

https://sundbergferar.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sundberg-ferar/
https://twitter.com/SundbergFerar
https://www.instagram.com/sundbergferar/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sundberg-Ferar/@42.5720399,-83.456526,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8824a4f02d7c3ff5:0x149b4282b98825dd!8m2!3d42.572036!4d-83.4543314



